In [1], Eriksen and Wehus try to criticise the use of Kolmogorov's stochasticity parameter (KSP) for CMB data analysis. Their discussion is based on a serious misunderstanding of the randomness and Arnold's work. Their note includes numerous further inaccuracies and groundless statements. However, this short note is concerned with KSP method only. Kolmogorov [6] is applied to measure the objective stochasticity degree of datasets. He proves that KSP method is mathematically sound, nontrivial, and universal.
How does one know if a finite sequence of real numbers is random or nonrandom? No doubts that nobody would agree with handwaving arguments in [1] .
Without defining randomness or providing meaningful arguments, not to say about doing alternative computations, Eriksen and Wehus write: "When reading these papers, it seems clear to us that Gurzadyan et This is not how scientific questions are addressed. Arnold shows how it is properly done in [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . The stochastic parameter and the statistic introduced by Kolmogorov [6] is applied to measure the objective stochasticity degree of datasets. He proves that KSP method is mathematically sound, nontrivial, and universal.
For instance, the following sequence 
